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ABSTRACT

It has been shown that the harmonic series at the tempo
frequency of the onset-strength-function of an audio sig-
nal accurately describes its rhythm pattern and can be used
to perform tempo or rhythm pattern estimation. Recently,
in the case of multi-pitch estimation, the depth of the input
layer of a convolutional network has been used to represent
the harmonic series of pitch candidates. We use a similar
idea here to represent the harmonic series of tempo candi-
dates. We propose the Harmonic-Constant-Q-Modulation
which represents, using a 4D-tensors, the harmonic se-
ries of modulation frequencies (considered as tempo fre-
quencies) in several acoustic frequency bands over time.
This representation is used as input to a convolutional net-
work which is trained to estimate tempo or rhythm pattern
classes. Using a large number of datasets, we evaluate the
performance of our approach and compare it with previous
approaches. We show that it slightly increases Accuracy-1
for tempo estimation but not the average-mean-Recall for
rhythm pattern recognition.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tempo is one of the most important perceptual elements
of music. Today numerous applications rely on tempo
information (recommendation, playlist generation, syn-
chronization, dj-ing, audio or audio/video editing, beat-
synchronous analysis). It is therefore crucial to develop
algorithms to correctly estimate it. The automatic estima-
tion of tempo from an audio signal has been one of the
first research carried on in Music Information Retrieval
(MIR) [11]. 25 years later it is still a very active research
subject in MIR. This is due to the fact that tempo estima-
tion is still an unsolved problem (outside the prototypical
cases of pop or techno music) and that recent deep-learning
approaches [3] [37] bring new perspectives to it.

Tempo is usually defined as (and annotated as) the rate
at which people tap their foot or their hand when listen-
ing to a music piece. Several people can therefore perceive
different tempi for the same piece of music. This is due
to the hierarchy of the metrical structure in music (to deal
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with this ambiguity the research community has proposed
to consider octave errors as correct) and due to the fact that
without the cultural knowledge of the rhythm pattern(s) be-
ing played, it can be difficult to perceive “the” tempo (or
even “a” tempo). This last point, of course, opens the door
to data-driven approaches, which can learn the specifici-
ties of the patterns. In this work, we do not deal with the
inherent ambiguity of tempo and consider the values pro-
vided by annotated datasets as ground-truth. The method
we propose here belong to the data-driven systems in the
sense that we learn from the data. It also considers both
the tempo and rhythm pattern in interaction by adequately
modeling the audio content. The tempo of a track can of
course vary along time, but in this work we focus on the
estimation of constant (global) tempi and rhythm patterns.

In the following section, we summarize works related
to tempo and rhythm pattern estimation from audio. We
refer the reader to [12,32,44] for more detailed overviews.

1.1 Related works

Tempo estimation. Early MIR systems encoded do-
main knowledge (audio, auditory perception and musical
knowledge) by hand-crafting signal processing and statis-
tical models (hidden Markov, dynamic Bayesian network).
Data were at most used to manually tune some parame-
ters (such as filter frequencies or transition probabilities).
Early techniques for beat tracking and/or tempo estimation
belong to this category. Their overall flowchart is a multi-
band separation combined with an onset strength function
which periodicity is measured. For example, Scheirer [36]
proposes the use of band-pass filters combined with res-
onating comb filters and peak picking; Klapuri [18] uses
the resonating comb filter bank which is driven by the
bandwise accent signals, the main extension is the tracking
of multiple metrical levels; Gainza and Cole [8] propose
a hybrid multiband decomposition where the periodicities
of onset functions are tracked in several frequency bands
using autocorrelation and then weighted.

Since the pioneer works of [11], many audio datasets
have been annotated into tempo. This therefore encour-
ages researchers to develop data-driven systems based on
machine learning and deep learning techniques. Such
machine-learning models are K-Nearest-Neighbors (KNN)
[40], Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [33, 43], Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [4, 9, 34], bags of classifiers [20],
Random Forest [38] or more recently deep learning mod-
els. The first use of deep learning for tempo estimation
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was proposed by Böck et al. [3] who proposed a deep Re-
current Neural Network (bi-LSTM) to predict the position
of the beats inside the signal. This output is then used
as the input of a bank of resonating comb filters to de-
tect the periodicity and so the tempo. This technique still
achieves the best results today in terms of Accuracy2. Re-
cently, Schreiber and Müller [37] proposed a “single step
approach” for tempo estimation using deep convolutional
networks. The network design is inspired by the flowchart
of handcrafted systems: the first layer is supposed to mimic
the extraction of an onset-strength-function. Their system
uses as input Mel-spectrograms and the network is trained
to classify the tempo of an audio excerpt into 256 tempo
classes (from 30 to 285 BPM), it shows very good results
in terms of Class-Accuracy and Accuracy1.

Rhythm pattern recognition. While tempo and
rhythm pattern are closely interleaved, the recognition of
rhythm pattern has received much less attention. This is
probably due to the difficulty of creating datasets annotated
in such rhythm pattern (defining the similarity between
patterns — outside the trivial identity case — remains a
difficult task). To create such a dataset, one may con-
sider the equivalence between the rhythm pattern and the
related dance (such as Tango): Ballroom [12], Extended-
ballroom [24] and Greek-dances [14]. Systems to rec-
ognize rhythm pattern from the audio are all very dif-
ferent: Foote [7] defines a beat spectrum computed with
a similarity matrix of MFCCs, Tzanetakis [42] defines a
beat histogram computed from an autocorrelation function,
Peeters [32] proposes a harmonic analysis of the rhythm
pattern, Holzapfel [15] proposes the use of the scale trans-
form (which allows to get a tempo invariant representa-
tion), Marchand [23,25] extends the latter by combining it
with the modulation spectrum and adding correlation coef-
ficients between frequency bands. For a recognition task
on the Extended-ballroom and Greek-dances, Marchand
can be considered as the state-of-the-art.

1.2 Paper proposal and organization

In this paper we present a new audio representation, the
Harmonic-Constant-Q-Modulation (HCQM), to be used as
input to a convolutional network for global tempo and
rhythm pattern estimation. We name it Deep Rhythm
since it uses the depth of the input and a deep network.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we describe the
motivation for (§2.1) and the computation details of (§2.2)
the HCQM. We then describe the architecture of the con-
volutional neural network we used (§2.3) and the training
process (§2.4). In §3, we evaluate our proposal for the
task of global tempo estimation (§3.1) and rhythm pattern
recognition (§3.2) and discuss the results.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

2.1 Motivations

From Fourier series, it is known that any periodic sig-
nal x(t) with period T0 (of fundamental period f0 =
1/T0) can be represented as a weighted sum of sinusoidal

components which frequencies are the harmonics of f0:
x̂f0,a(t) =

∑H
h=1 ah sin(2πhf0t+ φh).

For the voiced part of speech or pitched musical in-
strument, this leads to the so-called “harmonic sinusoidal
model” [26, 39] that can be used for audio coding or
transformation. This model can also be used to estimate
the pitch of a signal [21]: estimating the f0 such that
x̂f0,a(t) ' x(t). The values ah can be estimated by
sampling the magnitude of the DFT at the correspond-
ing frequencies ah,f0 = |X(hf0)|. The vector af0 =
{a1,f0 · · · aH,f0} represents the spectral envelope of the
signal and is closely related to the timbre of the audio sig-
nal, hence the instrument playing. For this reason, these
values are often used for instrument classification [29].

For audio musical rhythm, Peeters [30] [31] [32] pro-
poses to apply such an harmonic analysis to an onset-
strength-function . The period T0 is then defined as the du-
ration of a beat. a1,f0 then represents the DFT magnitude
at the 4th-note level, a2,f0 at the 8th-note level, a3,f0 at
the 8th-note-triplet level, while a 1

2 ,f0
represent the binary

grouping of the beats and a 1
3 ,f0

the ternary one. Peeters
considers that the vector a is representative of the specific
rhythm and that therefore af0 represents a specific rhythm
played at a specific tempo f0. He proposes the following
harmonic series: h ∈ { 14 ,

1
3 ,

1
2 ,

2
3 ,

3
4 , 1, 1.25, 1.33, . . . 8}

Using this, he shows - in [32] that given the tempo f0, the
vector af0 can be used to classify the different rhythm pat-
tern; - in [30], that given manually-fixed prototype vectors
a, it is possible to estimate the tempo f0 (looking for the
f such that af ' a); - in [31] that the prototype vectors a
can be learned (using simple machine-learning) to achieve
the best tempo estimation f0.

The method we propose in this paper is in the continua-
tion of this last work (learning the values a to estimate the
tempo or the rhythm class) but we adapted it to the deep
learning formalism recently proposed by Bittner et al. [2]
where the depth of the input to a convolutional network is
used to represent the harmonic series af . In [2], a constant-
Q-transform (time τ and log-frequency f ) is expanded to
a third dimension which represent the harmonic series af
of each f (with h ∈ [ 12 , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]). When f = f0, af
will represent the specific harmonic series of the musical
instrument (plus an extra value at the 1

2f position used to
avoid octave errors). When f 6= f0, af will represent (al-
most) random values. In [2], the goal is to estimate the
parameters of a filter such that when multiplied with this
third dimension af it will provide very different values
when f = f0 or when f 6= f0. This filter will then be
convolved over all log-frequencies f and time τ to esti-
mate the f0’s. This filter is trained using annotated data.
In [2], there is actually several of such filter; they consti-
tute the first layer of a convolutional network. In practice,
in [2], the ah,f are not obtained as |X(hf)|; but by stack-
ing in depth several CQTs each starting at different mini-
mal frequencies hfmin. The representation is denoted by
Harmonic Constant-Q Transform (HCQT): Xhcqt(f, τ, h).
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the computation of the Harmonic-Constant-Q-Modulation (HCQM). See text for details.

2.2 Input representation: the HCQM

As mentioned our goal is here to adapt the harmonic repre-
sentation of the rhythm proposed in [30] [31] [32] to the
deep learning formalism proposed in [2]. For this, the
HCQT proposed by [2] is not applied to the audio sig-
nal, but to a set of Onset-Strength-Function (OSF) which
represent the rhythm content in several acoustic frequency
bands. The OSFs are low-pass signals which temporal evo-
lution is related to the tempo and the rhythm pattern.

We denote our representation by Harmonic-Constant-
Q-Modulation (HCQM). As the Modulation Spectrum
(MS) [1] it represents, using a time/frequency (τ ′/φ) rep-
resentation, the energy evolution (low-pass signal) within
each frequency band b of a first time/frequency (τ/f ) rep-
resentation. However, while the MS uses two interleaved
Short-Time-Fourier-Transforms (STFTs) for this, we use a
Constant-Q transform for the second time/frequency rep-
resentation (in order to obtain a better spectral resolution).
Finally, as proposed by [2], we add one extra dimension to
represent the content at the harmonics of each frequency φ.
We denote it by Xhcqm(φ, τ ′, b, h) where φ are the modu-
lation frequencies (which correspond to the tempo frequen-
cies), τ ′ are the times of the CQT frames, b are the acoustic
frequency bands and h the harmonic numbers.

Computation. In Figure 1, we indicate the computa-
tion flowchart of the HCQM. Given an audio signal x(t),
we first compute its STFT, denoted byX(f, τ). The acous-
tic frequency f of the STFT are grouped into logarithmic-
spaced acoustic-frequency-bands b ∈ [1, B = 8]. We de-
note it by X(b, τ). The goal of this is to reduce the di-
mensionality while preserving the information of the spec-
tral location of the rhythm events (kick patterns tend to
be in low frequencies while hit-hat patterns in high fre-
quencies). For each band b, we then compute an Onset-
Strength-Function over time τ , denoted by Xo(b, τ).

For a specific b, we now consider the signal sb(τ) =
Xo(b, τ) and perform the analysis of its periodicities over
time τ . One possibility would be to compute a time-
frequency representation Sb(φ, τ

′) over tempo-frequencies
φ and time frame τ ′ and then sample Sb(φ, τ

′) at the posi-
tions hφ with h ∈ {12 , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to obtain Sb(φ, τ

′, h).
This is the idea we used in [32]. However, in the present
work, we use the idea proposed by [2]: we compute a set

of CQTs 1 , each one with a different starting frequency
hφmin. We set φmin=32.7. Each of these CQTs gives
us Sb,h(φ, τ

′) for one value of h. Stacking them over h
therefore provides us with Sb(φ, τ

′, h). The idea proposed
by [2] therefore allows to mimic the sampling at the hφ
but provides the correct window length to achieve a correct
spectral resolution. We finally stack the Sb(φ, τ

′, h) over b
to obtain the 4D-tensors Xhcqm(φ, τ ′, b, h). The computa-
tion parameters (sample rate, hop size, window length and
FFT size) are set such that the CQT modulation frequency
φ represents the tempo value in BPM.

Illustration. For easiness of visualisation (it is diffi-
cult to visualize a 4D-tensor), we illustrate the HCQM
Xhcqm(φ, τ ′, b, h) for a given τ ′ (it is then a 3D-tensor).
Figure 2 [Left] represent Xhcqm(φ, b, h) on a real au-
dio signal with a tempo of 120 bpm. Each sub-figure
represent Xhcqm(φ, b, h) for a different value of h ∈
{ 12 , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The y-axis and x-axis are the tempo fre-
quency φ and the acoustic frequency band b. The dashed
rectangle super-imposed to the sub-figures indicates the
slice of values Xhcqm(φ = 120bpm, b, h) which corre-
sponds to the ground-truth tempo. It is this specific pattern
over b and h that we want to learn using the filters W of
the first layer of our convolutional network.

2.3 Architecture of the Convolutional Neural Network

The architecture of our network is both inspired by the one
of [2] (since we perform convolutions over an input spec-
tral representation and use its depth) and the one of [37]
(since we perform a classification). However, it differs in
the definition of the input and output.

Input. In [2], the input is the 3D-tensor Xcqt(f, τ, h)
and the convolution is done over f and τ (with filters of
depth H). In our case, the input could be the 4D-tensors
Xhcqm(φ, τ ′, b, h) and the convolution could be done over
φ, τ ′ and b (with filters of depth H). However, to sim-
plify the computation, we reduce Xhcqm(φ, τ ′, b, h) to a
sequence over τ ′ of 3D-tensorsXhcqm(φ, b, h) 2 . The con-
volution is then done over φ and b with filters of depth H .

Our goal is to learn filters W narrow in φ and large in
b which represents the specific shape of the harmonic con-

1 For the STFT and CQT we used the librosa library [27].
2 Future works will concentrate in performing the convolution directly

using the 4D-tensors; which would allow to perform smoothing over time.
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Figure 2. [Left] Example of the HCQM for a real audio with tempo 120bpm. [Right] Architecture of our CNN.

tent of a rhythm pattern. We do the convolution over b
because the same rhythm pattern can be played with in-
strument transposed in acoustic frequencies.

Output. The output of the network proposed by [2] is a
2D representation which represents a saliency map of the
harmonic content over time. In our case, the outputs are ei-
ther the C = 256 classes of tempo (as in [37] we consider
the tempo estimation problem as a classification problem
into 256 tempo classes) or the C = 13 (for extended-
ballroom) or C = 6 (for Greek-dances) classes of rhythm
pattern. To do so, we added at the end of the network pro-
posed by [2] two dense layers, the last one with C units
and a softmax activation.

Architecture. In Figure 2 [Right], we indicate the
architecture of our network. The input is a 3D-tensor
Xhcqm(φ, b, h) for a given time τ ′. The first layer is a
set of 128 convolutional filters of shape (φ = 4, b = 6)
(with depth H). As mentioned, the convolution is done
over φ and b. The shape of these filters has been chosen
such that they are narrow in tempo frequency φ (to pre-
cisely estimate the tempo) but cover multiple frequency
acoustic bands b (because the information relative to the
tempo/ rhythm cover several bands). As illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 [Left] the goal of the filters is to identify the pattern
over b and h specific to φ = tempo frequency.

The first layer is followed by two convolutional layers
of 64 filters of shape (4, 6), one layer of 32 filters of shape
(4, 6), one layer of 8 filters of shape (120, 6) (this allows to
track down the relationships between the modulation fre-
quencies φ). The output of the last convolution layer is
then flattened and followed by a dropout with p = 0.5
(to avoid over-fitting [41]), a fully-connected layer of 256
units, a last fully-connected layer ofC units with a softmax
activation to perform the classification into C classes. The
softmax activation vector is denoted by y(τ ′). The Loss
function to be minimized is a categorical cross entropy.

All layers are preceded by a batch normalization [16].
We used Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) [28] for all convo-
lutional layers, and Exponential Linear Units (eLU) [5] for
the first fully-connected layer.

2.4 Training

The inputs of our network are the 3D tensors HCQM
Xhcqm(φ, b, h) computed for all time τ ′ of the music track.

On the other side, the datasets we will use for our ex-
periments only provide global tempi 3 or global rhythm
classes as ground-truths. We therefore have several HC-
QMs for a given track which are all associated with the
same ground-truth (multiple instance learning).

To fix the network hyper-parameters, we split the train-
ing set into a train (90%) and a validation part (10%).
We used the ADAM [17] optimizer to find the parame-
ters of the network with a constant learning rate of 0.001,
β1 = 0.9 , β2 = 0.999 and ε = 1e − 8. We used mini-
batches of 256 HCQM with shuffle and a maximum of 20
epochs with early-stopping.

2.5 Aggregating decisions over time

Our network provides an estimation of the tempo or
rhythm class at each time τ ′. To obtain a global value we
aggregate the softmax activation vectors y(τ ′) over time
by choosing the maximum of the vector y computed as the
average over τ ′ of the y(τ ′).

3. EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM

We evaluate our proposed system for two tasks: - global
tempo estimation (§3.1), - rhythm pattern recognition
(§3.2). We used the same system (same input represen-
tation and same network architecture) for the two tasks.
However, considering that the class definitions are differ-
ent, we performed two independent trainings 4 .

3.1 Global tempo estimation

Training and testing sets. To be able to compare our
results with previous works, we use the same paradigm
(cross-dataset validation 5 ) and the same datasets as [37]
which we consider here as the state-of-the-art. The train-
ing set is the union of

3 It should be noted that this does not always correspond to the reality
of the track content since some of them have a tempo varying over time
(tempo drift), have a silent introduction or a break in the middle.

4 Future works, will consider training a single network for the two
tasks or applying transfer learning of one task to the other.

5 Cross-dataset validation uses separate datasets for training and test-
ing; not only splitting a single dataset into a train and a test part.
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• LMD tempo: it is a subset of the Lack MIDI dataset [35]
annotated into tempo by [38]; it contains 3611 items
of 30s excerpts of 10 different genres

• MTG tempo it is a subset of the GiantSteps MTG key
dataset (MTG tempo) [6] annotated using a tapping
method by [37]; it contains 1159 items of 2min ex-
cerpts of electronic dance music;

• Extended Ballroom [24]: it contains 3826 items of 13
genres (it should be noted that we removed from the
Ballroom test-set the items existing in the Extended
Ballroom training-set).

The total size of the training set is 8596. It covers mul-
tiple musical genres to favor generalization.

The test-sets are also the same as in [37] (see [38]
for their details): - ACM-Mirum [33] (1410 items), - IS-
MIR04 [12] (464 items), - Ballroom [12] (698 items), -
Hainsworth [13] (222 items), - GTzan-Rhythm [22] (1000
items), - SMC [14] (217 items), - Giantsteps Tempo [19]
(664 items). We also added the RWC-popular [10] (100
items) for comparison with [3]. As in [37], Combined de-
notes the union of all test-sets (except RWC popular).

Evaluation protocol. We measure the performances
using the following metrics:

• Class-Accuracy: it measures the ability of our system
to predict the correct tempo class (in our system we
have 256 tempo classes ranging from 30 to 285bpm);

• Accuracy1: it measures if our estimated tempo is
within ±4% of the ground-truth tempo

• Accuracy2: is the same as Accuracy1 but considering
octave errors as correct

Results and discussions. The results are indicated in
Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Validation of B and H . We first show that the sepa-
ration of the signal into multiple acoustic-frequency-bands
b ∈ [1, B = 8] and the use of the harmonic depth H is
beneficial. For this, we compare the results obtained using
- B = 8 and h ∈ { 12 , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (column “new")
- B = 8 but h ∈ {1} (column “h=1")
- B = 1 and h ∈ { 12 , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (column “b=1").
Results are only indicated for the “Combined” test-
sets. For all metrics (Class-Accuracy, Accuracy-1 and
Accuracy-2), the best results are obtained using B = 8
and h ∈ { 12 , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.

Comparison with state-of-the-art. We now compare
our results with the state-of-the-art represented by the 3
following systems: - sch1 denotes the results published in
[38], - sch2 in [37] and - böck in [3].

According to these Tables, we see that our method al-
lows an improvement for two test-sets: - Ballroom in terms
of Class-Accuracy (73.8) - Ballroom and Giantsteps in
terms of Accuracy1 (92.6 and 83.6) and Accuracy2 (98.7
and 97.9). This can be explained by the fact that the mu-
sical genres of these two test-sets are represented in our
training set (by the Extended-Ballroom and MTG tempo
respectively). It should be noted however that there is no
intersection between the training and test sets. For the IS-
MIR04 and GTZAN test-sets, our results are very close (but

lower) to the one of sch1. For the RWC popular test sets,
our results (73.0 and 98.0) largely outperforms the ones
of böck in terms of Accuracy-1 and Accuracy-2. Finally,
if we consider the Combined dataset, our method slightly
outperforms the other ones in terms of Accuracy1 (74.4).

The worst results of our method were obtained for the
SMC data-sets. This can be explained by the fact that
the SMC data-sets contains rhythm patterns very different
from the ones represented in our training-sets.

While our results for Accuracy2 (92.0) are of course
higher than our results for Accuracy1 (74.4), they are still
lower than the ones of böck (93.6). One reason for this is
that our network (as the ones of sch1 and sch2) is trained to
discriminate BPM classes, therefore it doesn’t know any-
thing about octave equivalences.

3.2 Rhythm pattern recognition

Training and testing sets. For the rhythm pattern recog-
nition, it is not possible to perform cross-dataset valida-
tion (as we did above) because the definition of the rhythm
pattern classes is specific to each dataset. Therefore, as in
previous works [25], we perform a 10-fold cross-validation
using the following datasets:

• Extended Ballroom [24]: it contains 4180 samples of
C=13 rhythm classes: ’Foxtrot’, ’Salsa’, ’Vien-
nesewaltz’, ’Tango’, ’Rumba’, ’Wcswing’, ’Quick-
step’, ’Chacha’, ’Slowwaltz’, ’Pasodoble’, ’Jive’,
’Samba’, ’Waltz’

• Greek-dances [15]: it contains 180 samples of C=6
rhythm classes: ’Kalamatianos’, ’Kontilies’, ’Male-
viziotis’, ’Pentozalis’, ’Sousta’ and ’Kritikos Syrtos’

Evaluation protocol. As in previous works [25], we
measure the performances using the average-mean-Recall
R 6 . For a given fold f , the mean-Recall Rf is the mean
over the classes c of the class-recall Rf,c. The average
mean-Recall R is then the average over f of the mean-
Recall Rf . We also indicate the standard deviation over f
of the mean-Recall Rf .

Results and discussions. The results are indicated in
Table 4. We compare our results with the ones of [25],
denoted as march, considered here representative of the
current state-of-the-art.

Our results (76.4 and 68.3) are largely below the ones
of march (94.9 and 77.2). This can be explained by the
fact that the “Scale and shift invariant time/frequency” rep-
resentation proposed in [25] takes into account the inter-
relationships between the frequency bands of the rhythmic
events while our HCQM does not.

To better understand these results, we indicate in Fig-
ure 3 [Top] the confusion matrices for the Extended Ball-
room. The diagonal represents the Recall Rc of each
class c. We see that our system is actually suitable to
detect the majority of the classes: Rc ≥ 88% for 9
classes over 13. ChaCha, Waltz and WcSwing make R
completely drop. Waltz is actually estimated 97% of the

6 The mean-Recall is not sensitive to the distribution of the classes. Its
random value is always 1/C for a problem with C classes.
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Datasets sch1 sch2 böck new h=1 b=1
ACMMirum 38.3 40.6 29.4 38.2
ISMIR04 37.7 34.1 27.2 29.4
Ballroom 46.8 67.9 33.8 73.8
Hainsworth 43.7 43.2 33.8 23.0
GTzan 38.8 36.9 32.2 27.6
SMC 14.3 12.4 17.1 7.8
Giantsteps 53.5 59.8 37.2 25.5
RWCpop X X X 66.0
Combined 40.9 44.8 31.2 36.8 29.8 32.4

Table 1. Class-Accuracy

sch1 sch2 böck new h=1 b=1
72.3 79.5 74.0 73.3
63.4 60.6 55.0 61.2
64.6 92.0 84.0 92.6
65.8 77.0 80.6 73.4
71.0 69.4 69.7 69.7
31.8 33.6 44.7 30.9
63.1 73.0 58.9 83.6
X X 60.0 73.0
66.5 74.2 69.5 74.4 64.2 67.9

Table 2. Accuracy1

sch1 sch2 böck new h=1 b=1
97.3 97.4 97.7 96.5
92.2 92.2 95.0 87.1
97.0 98.4 98.7 98.7
85.6 84.2 89.2 82.9
93.3 92.6 95.0 89.1
55.3 50.2 67.3 50.7
88.7 89.3 86.4 97.9
X X 95.0 98.0
92.2 92.1 93.6 92.0 82.0 88.4

Table 3. Accuracy2
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Figure 3. Confusion matrix for the Extended Ballroom.
[Top] using h ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} [Bottom] using h ∈
{ 14 ,

1
3 ,

1
2 ,

2
3 ,

3
4 , 1, 1.25, 1.33, . . . 8}

time as Pasadoble. This can be explained by the fact
that our current harmonic series h ∈ {12 , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
does not represent anything about the 3/4 meter specific
to Waltz which would be represented by h = 1

3 . To
verify our assumption, we redo the experiment using this
time exactly the same harmonic series as proposed in

Datasets march new
Extended Ballroom 94.9 76.4 (33.1)
Greek-dances 77.2 68.3 (27.5)

Table 4. Average (std) Recall R for rhythm classification.

[32]: h ∈ { 14 ,
1
3 ,

1
2 ,

2
3 ,

3
4 , 1, 1.25, 1.33, . . . 8}. The cor-

responding confusion matrix is indicated in 3 [Bottom]
where Waltz is now perfectly recognized (97%), however
SlowWaltz is now recognized as Waltz in 97% of the cases
which makes (while the system is better) the average mean-
Recall actually decreases to 74.6%. The low results of
Wcswing can be explained by the (too) small number of
training examples (23).

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a new approach for
global tempo and rhythm pattern classification. We have
proposed the Harmonic-Constant-Q-Modulation (HCQM)
representation, a 4D-tensor which represents the harmonic
series at candidate tempo frequencies of a multi-band
Onset-Strength-Function. This HCQM is then used as in-
put to a deep convolutional network. The filters of the
first layer of this network are supposed to learn the spe-
cific characteristic of the various rhythm patterns. We have
evaluated our approach for two classification tasks: global
tempo and rhythm pattern classification.

For tempo estimation, our method outperforms previ-
ous approaches (in terms of Accuracy1 and Accuracy2)
for the Ballroom (ballroom music) and Giant-steps tempo
(electronic music) test-sets. Both test-sets represent music
genres with a strong focus on rhythm. It seems therefore
that our approach works better when rhythm patterns are
clearly defined. Our method also performs slightly better
(in terms of Accuracy1) for the Combined test-set.

For rhythm classification, our method doesn’t work as
well as the state of the art [25]. However, the confusion
matrices indicate that our recognition is above 90% for the
majority of the classes of the Extended Ballroom. More-
over, we have shown that adapting the harmonic series h
can help improving the performances.

Among future works, we would like to study the use
of the HCQM 4D tensors directly, to study other harmonic
series and to study the joint training of (or transfer learning
between) tempo and rhythm pattern classification.
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